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Church Software for Ministry & Finances.




 Simple to Use. Power to Grow.









We provide a comprehensive, low-cost, web-based church software solution with excellent support, automatic upgrades, nightly back-ups, and top of the line security as well as compliance with both the IRS and FASB regulations.




Church Software Overview






	All-in-one package includes:




	Family & individual profiles





	Donations including text and e-giving





	Household & individual groups
	Mass communication
	Member portal
	Attendance tracking
	Event calendar
	Registration
	Check In
	Multiple concurrent users
	IRS compliant donor statements





	Full support and training
	Automatic upgrades & backups
	IRS compliant church accounting
	Multi-site software
	Organizational hierarchy available
	and much more…
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Watch this video on YouTube











Why Choose IconCMO?





[image: A couple giving to their church through a mobile device and the church's e-Giving platform.]eGiving integrations
	
“… a key to our financial success as we receive a large percentage of our donations via online and text giving.”

William M. CPA










[image: 4 puzzle pieces of a church coming together to form a complete All-in-One picture.]All in one ChMS 
	
“Great All-In-One Management Software. Everything is in one place.”

Josiah M. Administrative Assistant










[image: A man holding a magnifying glass illustrating accounting compliance.]IRS and FASB compliant
	
“FASB 117 compliant, allowing for true fund-based nonprofit accounting.”

 Markus R. Treasurer










[image: Person using cell phone to communicate with others by text, email and instant messaging.]Mass communication
	
“Communication with our church is so much easier and everyday tasks are now a breeze.”

Chandra W. Pastor’s Assistant













[image: Person doing fund accounting using a calculator]Fund Accounting
	
“I like the fund accounting, how it’s designed for churches.”

Debbie W. Financial Secretary










[image: Support staff headset laying on top of a laptop computer.]Awesome support
	
 “I love the customer service- people I call are always incredibly helpful, patient, and friendly”

 Dana L. Congregational Administrative










[image: Multiple people using the same software on different computers all at the same time.]Multiple user access
	
“They allow an unlimited number of users, even at the same time, without any extra charge.”

 Cynthia B. System Administrator










[image: A cell phone twisting to show flexibility]Software flexibility
	
“On the PEOPLE side I like the flexibility in the kind of data that can be tracked.”

Alice W. Treasurer








[image: Coins sitting on a bible demonstrating how affordable our software is.]Cost effectiveness
	
“As a small church, less than 100 members, we find the cost to be very reasonable.” 

 Larry D. Treasurer










[image: People gathered together laughing and enjoy visiting with each other.]Member accessible data
	
“Everyone who needs access can get access to the information in the database.” 

Josh S. Pastor











[image: Two people holding the roots of a tree to demonstrate deep roots.]Deep software heritage
	
“Powerful, intuitive, easy to use. This is a well thought out package. Love this product.” 

David B. Pastor











[image: Typing on a laptop using a secure connection]Secure Data
	
“… allows peace of mind knowing that our records are secure.”

Cindy K. Administration Assistance
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                        Steve J.
ICON Has Been A Blessing. The software is built with intuitive and simple to use graphical user interfaces (GUI). The layout of the GUI are well thought out and make the user experience pleasant and simple. The ability to move seamlessly between them heightens the experience.




Steve J.

Finance Chair






Anthony F.
The system is very easy to use. The start up videos are excellent and if you still have a problem their Support Team is just a call away. The added bonus is there’s NO extra charge for Customer Support. That is what I call true Customer Support.




Anthony F.

Board Member






Diane B.
Ease of use. I am responsible for a large complex campus with a small congregation. I am the only person in the office and Icon is so much easier to use than QuickBooks. And should I need help, there you are with all the time I need.




Diane B.

Parish Administrator






Stephen S.
Fast response times, logical layout of complex activities, and excellent customer service by phone. There is no internet-based software I have used that responds more quickly even to complex queries. I seldom need to refer to the manual because the screens are laid out in a logical fashion, with pick lists where they are useful. And when I’ve called for support, it has always been from a polite person who obviously knows what they are doing and solves the problem quickly.




Stephen S.

Financial Coordinator






Carol C.
We have been using Icon System since 2002. It has been continually improved and updated with so many fantastic features. Customer service is easily accessible and knowledgeable.


We have been using Icon System since 2002. It has been continually improved and updated with so many fantastic features. Customer service is easily accessible and knowledgeable.




Carol C.

Office Manager






Thomas M
The customer support is the best reason for using this product. When there is something I don’t understand (e.g., the difference between deleting and archiving an individual) they are able to explain it quickly and easily. I am often talking to the software developer, not just another user, and rarely have to wait to have a phone call returned. The friendliness and efficiency of the support staff make ICON worth every penny.




Thomas M.

Pastor
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